SUPPLY CHAIN AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS, B.S.

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus

End Campus: University Park

Career Paths
Students majoring in Supply Chain and Information Systems (SCIS_BS) gain knowledge, skills, and expertise to manage multiple facets of organization and businesses. Students have access to the Center for Supply Chain Research (CSCR), which provides opportunities for student research with over 35 companies. In addition, the CSCR sponsors a Spring and Fall Career Fair, which boasts over 6,000 total student/recruiter interactions between the five career fair days held during the academic year.

SCIS_BS graduates have opportunities to work in fields including production, logistics, transportation, and more. The SCIS Department at Smeal provides a dedicated job placement services office for students.

Companies recruiting majors represent both the services sector (consulting, retail, and health care industries) and the manufacturing sector (computer, aerospace, pharmaceutical, electronics, petrochemical, auto, food, and consumer products industries).